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191. Baalu will succeed in getting the employment contract enforced if he could show that

(a) he is the best friend of Aadil

(b) it was his father, and not he, who used coercion against Chulbul

(c) Chulbul has promised his father to employ him

(d) None of the above Problem 9 (Q. Nos. 192 to 195) Rule

Ans: (b)

A. When a State undertakes any measure, the effects of the measure must be the same for all those
who are affected by it.

Facts

100 mountaineers embarked on an extremely risky climbing expedition in Leh. Weather conditions
worsened �ive days into the expedition and the mountaineers are trapped under heavy snow. The
government received information of this tragedy only two weeks after the unfortunate incident and
has only 24 h in which to send rescue helicopters. Weather stations across the world con�irm that this
region of Leh will experience blizzards of unprecedented intensity for two weeks after this 24 h
window rendering any helicopter activity in the region impossible and certain death for anyone left
behind. The government has only �ive rescue helicopters

with a maximum capacity of 50 people (excluding pilots and requisite soldiers) and these helicopters
can �ly only once in 24 h to such altitudes.

As the Air Force gets ready to send the helicopters, an emergency hearing is convened in the Supreme
Court to challenge this measure as this would leave 50 people to die.

192. If you were the judge required to apply Rule A, you would decide that

(a) As many lives must be saved as possible

(b) If everyone cannot be rescued, then everyone must be left behind

(c) A law cannot be upheld at the cost of 50 lives

(d) It must be left to those who are trapped to decide if they want half amongst them to be saved and
leave the rest to die

Ans: (d)

Rule
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B. When a State undertakes any measure, everyone affected must have an equal chance to bene�it
from it

193. As the government prepares to send in rescue helicopters, which option would be acceptable
only under Rule B and not Rule A

(a) A lottery to choose the 50 survivors excluding those diagnosed with terminal illnesses from
participating in the lottery

(b) A lottery to decide the 50 survivors with single parents of children below �ive years of age
automatically qualifying to be rescued

(c) The 50 youngest people should be rescued

(d) None of the above

Ans: (a)

194. Choosing 50 survivors exclusively by a lottery would be

(a) Permissible under Rules A and B

(b) Impermissible under Rule A and B

(c) Permissible only under Rule B

(d) Permissible only under Rule A

Ans: (c)

195. If the government decides that it will either save everyone or save none, it would be

(a) Permissible under Rules A and B

(b) Impermissible under Rules A and B

(c) Permissible only under Rule A

(d) Permissible only under Rule B

Ans: (a)

Problem 10 (Q. Nos. 196 to 198) Rules

A. A person is an employee of another if the mode and the way he or she carries out his work is
subject to control and supervision of the latter.

B. An employer is required to provide compensation to his or her employees for any injury caused by
an accident arising in the course of employment. The words ‘in the course of the employment’ mean in
the course of the work which the employee is contracted to do, and which is incidental to it.

Facts

Messrs. Zafar Abidi and Co. (Company) manufactures bidis with the help of persons known as
‘pattadars’ . The pattadars are supplied tobacco and leaves by the Company and are required to roll
them into bidis and bring the bidis back to the Company. The pattadars are free to roll the bidis either
in the factory or anywhere else they prefer. They are not bound to attend the factory for any �ixed
hours of work or for any �ixed number of days. Neither are they required to roll up any �ixed number
of bidis. The Company veri�ies whether the bidis adhere to the speci�ied instructions or not and pays
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the pattadars based on the number of bidis that are found to be of right quality. Aashish Mathew is
one of the pattadars of the Company. He was hit by a car just outside the precinct of the factory while
he was heading to have lunch in a nearby food-stall. Aashish Mathew has applied for compensation
from the Company C

196. Which of the following statements can most plausibly be inferred from the application of the
rules to the given facts?

(a) Aashish Mathew is an employee of the Company because the latter exercises control over the way
Aashish Mathew carries out his work

(b) Aashish Mathew is not an employee but an independent contractor as he does not have a �ixed
salary

(c) Aashish Mathew is an employee because the Company exercises control over the �inal quality of
the bidis

(d) Veri�ication of the quality of bidis amounts to control over the product and not control over the
mode and method of work and therefore, Aashish Mathew is not an employee of the Company

Ans: (d)

197. In case the pattadars were compulsorily required to work in the factory for a minimum, number
of hours every day, then it would be correct to state that

(a) the injury was not caused by an accident in the course of employment

(b) Aashish Mathew would not be an employee as the Company would have still not exercised control
over the manner of work

(c) the injury suffered by Aashish Mathew could not be held to be one caused by an accident

(d) stipulations on place and hours of work relate to manner and mode of work and therefore,
Aashish Mathew would be held to be an employee of the Company

Ans: (a)


